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The first Chinese translation of Euclid’s Elements appeared in 1607. This translation was
limited to Books I-VI; the remaining books were translated in 1857. Because these translations
are composed in Classical Chinese, contemporary Chinese readers cannot access them easily.
This paper introduces the new translations of Euclid’s Elements into modern Chinese and
Mongolian, which have been recently made.  1997 Academic Press
La premie`re traduction chinoise des Ele´ments d’Euclide remonte a` 1607 et se limite aux
six premie`res livres. Les livres restants furent traduits en 1857. Du fait que ces traductions
sont re´dige´es en Chinois classique, les lecteurs chinois actuels ne peuvent pas les appre´hender
facilement. Dans le pre´sent article, nous pre´sentons deux traductions re´centes des Ele´ments
en chinois et mongol modernes.  1997 Academic Press
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Before 1990, only two Chinese translations of Euclid’s Elements were available
in China. A translation of the first six books of the Elements by Xu Guangqi
(1562–1633) and Matteo Ricci (1552–1610) appeared in 1607. A Chinese translation
of the remaining Books by Li Shanlan (1811–1882) and Alexander Wylie (1815–
1881) was published in 1857. For various reasons, these ancient translations are
unsatisfactory. Their language is Classical Chinese, which is not easily accessible
for the modern Chinese reader, and the mathematical terminology contains many
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FIG 1. Pythagoras’s theorem in the Mongolian translation of the Elements.
During the century after Li Shanlan’s translation, Chinese research of the Ele-
ments remained at a very low level compared to the research in other countries.
During this period, new translations of the Elements into English, German, French,
Russian, and Japanese were published, but no new Chinese translation was made.
To remedy this situation, a coordination group for the study of the Elements was
set up shortly before 1980. We decided that we should first translate the Elements
into modern Mongolian and Chinese. We also agreed to base both translations not
on a Greek text but on the English version of Sir Thomas Heath [1]. The translation
work began in 1980. In 1982 a first draft was mimeographed and sent to historians
and mathematicians, especially Professors Bai Shangshu (Beijing Normal Univer-
sity), Shen Kangshen (Hangzhou University), Wang Yusheng, Liu Dun (Academia
Sinica), and Li Di (Inner Mongolia Normal University). A second draft was worked
out and completed in 1986, on the basis of the remarks of these specialists. We are
most grateful to them all for their support and suggestions. Next, the manuscript
was proofread once again and compared with the English original by Professors
Liang Zongju, Zhang Yuxin, and Xu Boqian. In 1985, Mo De began the Mongolian
translation. In August 1986, we organized a symposium at Shaanxi Normal Univer-
sity (Xi’an). On that occasion, we discussed translation problems and practical
questions concerning the final publication.
Finally, Mo De’s Mongolian translation of the first five books of the Elements
was published in 1987 by Nei Menggu Renmin Chubanshe (Inner Mongolia People
Press); see Fig. 1 for the Theorem of Pythagoras, Elements I:47. This was the
first translation of the Elements ever published in Mongolian, but it has not been
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completed. Three years later, a complete translation of the 13 books of the Elements
was published by Shaanxi Kexue Jishu Chubanshe [2]. In 1991, our Chinese transla-
tion was reprinted in Taiwan by Jiuzhang Chubanshe.
During the process of translation, we faced many difficult problems. In order to
respect the original wording of the text, we have avoided symbols like 1, 2, 3,
4, and 5. However, we have used modern symbolism in our own comments of
definitions and key propositions. We have also added many explanatory notes.
After the completion of our Mongolian and Chinese translations of the Elements,
we decided to carry on our research on Euclid. We organized a second symposium
at the Inner Mongolia Normal University (August 10–14, 1991). The proceedings
of this symposium were published in [3]. A second book on the same subject [4]
appeared after a third symposium on Euclid held at the Sichuan Normal University
(August 3–5, 1994). In [3] we discussed various stages of the history of geometry,
taking into account the cultural context of Greek geometry and Proclus’s commen-
tary on the Elements. In [4] we focused on the history of the successive Chinese
and Manchu translations of the Elements.
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